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Background: There is a strong correlation between glenoid defect size and recurrent anterior shoulder instability. A better
understanding of glenoid defects could lead to improved treatments and outcomes.

Purpose: To (1) determine the rate of reporting numeric measurements for glenoid defect size, (2) determine the consistency of
glenoid defect size and location reported within the literature, (3) define the typical size and location of glenoid defects, and (4)
determine whether a correlation exists between defect size and treatment outcome.

Study Design: Systematic review; Level of evidence, 4.

Methods: PubMed, Ovid, and Cochrane databases were searched for clinical studies measuring glenoid defect size or location.
We excluded studies with defect size requirements or pathology other than anterior instability and studies that included patients
with known prior surgery. Our search produced 83 studies; 38 studies provided numeric measurements for glenoid defect size and
2 for defect location.

Results: From 1981 to 2000, a total of 5.6% (1 of 18) of the studies reported numeric measurements for glenoid defect size; from
2001 to 2014, the rate of reporting glenoid defects increased to 58.7% (37 of 63). Fourteen studies (n ¼ 1363 shoulders) reported
defect size ranges for percentage loss of glenoid width, and 9 studies (n¼ 570 shoulders) reported defect size ranges for percentage
loss of glenoid surface area. According to 2 studies, the mean glenoid defect orientation was pointing toward the 3:01 and 3:20
positions on the glenoid clock face.

Conclusion: Since 2001, the rate of reporting numeric measurements for glenoid defect size was only 58.7%. Among studies
reporting the percentage loss of glenoid width, 23.6% of shoulders had a defect between 10% and 25%, and among studies
reporting the percentage loss of glenoid surface area, 44.7% of shoulders had a defect between 5% and 20%. There is significant
variability in the way glenoid bone loss is measured, calculated, and reported.
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The glenohumeral joint is the most commonly injured joint
in the body, with an estimated incidence of dislocation of
1.7%.12,38,55,61,82,105 More than 98% of all shoulder disloca-
tions are anterior dislocations.20,81,101,103 In the setting of
recurrent anterior instability, the reported incidence of
glenoid defects has been as high as 87%.24 In 2000,
Burkhart and De Beer13 reported a recurrence rate of 67%
after arthroscopic Bankart repair in patients with critical
bone defects compared with a 4% recurrence rate in patients
without critical bone defects. More recently, other studies
have confirmed this correlation between failed arthroscopic
Bankart repair and critical bone defects.10,47 In a biome-
chanical study, Itoi et al41 revealed that the critical size of
an anteroinferior glenoid defect at which stability decreases
is 25% of the glenoid width.

The current standard imaging modality for quantifying
glenoid bone loss is computed tomography (CT). Multiple
methods using the en face view of the glenoid have been
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developed to quantify inferior glenoid deficiency and are
based on either linear or surface area measurements that
become expressed as a percentage of the normal inferior glen-
oid bone. The glenoid index method is considered a linear
measurement technique and is the ratio of the maximum
inferior diameter of the injured glenoid to the maximum infe-
rior diameter of the uninjured (ie, contralateral) glenoid.19

The ratio method is another linear measurement technique
that assumes that the shape of the inferior glenoid resembles
a perfect circle; measurements are then entered into a geo-
metric equation to quantify the percentage of glenoid bone
loss.4 Loss of glenoid width can also be easily calculated by
measuring the diameter of the estimated intact lower glenoid
circle and then subtracting the width of the injured glenoid
from the diameter of the intact lower glenoid circle (expressed
in either millimeters or as a percentage). The Gerber X-ratio
is a linear technique that is calculated by dividing the maxi-
mum anteroinferior glenoid defect length by the diameter of
the lower glenoid circle.30 Lastly, glenoid defect size can be
recorded as a percentage of the entire circumference of the
glenoid fossa with 10% interval approximation. Using this
method, the glenoid is divided into 4 quadrants; each quad-
rant comprises approximately 25% of the glenoid
circumference.47

The Pico method is the most commonly used surface area
technique to calculate the percentage of bone loss.5 First, the
‘‘normal glenoid circle’’ is defined using 3 reference points
along the intact glenoid rim (3 o’clock to 9 o’clock) of the
uninjured glenoid. Next, the normal circle is placed on the
pathological glenoid using the remaining intact glenoid rim
as a reference; the area of the inferior glenoid circle (A) and
missing part of that circle (D) can then be measured and the
size of the defect expressed as a percentage of the entire
circle ([surface D/surface A] � 100). Other studies estimate
the percentage loss of glenoid surface area using a ‘‘Pico-like’’
method, where only the injured glenoid is evaluated and the
preinjury area is estimated by assuming the shape of the
intact inferior glenoid resembles a perfect circle.

Regardless of the method used to measure glenoid bone
loss, multiple studies have established the important rela-
tionship between glenoid defect size (ie, ‘‘critical bone loss’’)
and recurrence rates after soft tissue stabilization. This
highlights the need to quantify and report glenoid bone
loss more accurately and avoid using vague qualitative
terms such as ‘‘large bone defect’’ or ‘‘inverted-pear defect.’’
The purpose of this study was therefore to evaluate the
existing literature to (1) determine whether the rate of
reporting numeric measurements for glenoid defect size
in patients with anterior shoulder instability has improved
since the year 2000, (2) determine the consistency of glen-
oid defect size and location reported within the literature,
(3) define the typical size and location of glenoid defects,
and (4) determine whether there is a correlation between
defect size and treatment outcome.

METHODS

We performed a literature search on December 6, 2014,
using the PubMed, Ovid, and Cochrane databases. The

following terms were used: glenoid bone loss, glenoid
defect, glenoid bone defect, bony Bankart, erosive glenoid
bone loss, and attritional glenoid bone loss. Only full-text
articles published in the English language were consid-
ered. After performing the literature search, we reviewed
titles and abstracts in search of clinical studies measuring
glenoid defect size or location in human shoulders with
primary and recurrent traumatic anterior instability.
Citations deemed relevant to this study were retrieved
as full-text articles for consideration in the analysis. Stud-
ies with numeric values measuring glenoid defect size or
location were separated from those without numeric
values. The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Sys-
tematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines were fol-
lowed to conduct this systematic review.

Inclusion Criteria

The inclusion criteria for this systematic review consisted
of (1) clinical studies on human subjects with anterior
instability, (2) studies that provided numeric measure-
ments for defect size or location (raw data, mean values,
or defect size ranges), and (3) technique articles, provided
these studies included patient outcome data not published
elsewhere and they met all other inclusion criteria.

Exclusion Criteria

Exclusion criteria for this systematic review included (1)
animal studies; (2) cadaveric studies; (3) body part studied
other than the shoulder; (4) studies that focused on other
etiologies associated with a glenoid bone defect such as
posterior instability, shoulder arthritis, and tumor; (5)
reviews, treatment guidelines, disease summaries, instruc-
tional course lectures, and technique articles without
patient outcome data; (6) studies with specific defect size
requirements in their entry criteria (ie, studies that include
or exclude shoulders with specific defect sizes); (7) studies
with shoulder pathology other than anterior instability in
the entry criteria (associated lesions were included, but not
if such lesions were the primary focus of the study); (8)
patients with known prior surgery (ie, revision cases; how-
ever, if a study included patients with and without prior
shoulder surgery, only primary cases were included); (9)
studies without explicit inclusion criteria; and (10) case
reports.

If a study included a cohort of patients that met the study
criteria while other patients did not, the study was
included; however, we used only data on the patients that
met our entry criteria. Patient data published in multiple
studies were only included once.

Calculations

Rate of Reporting Numeric Measurements for Glenoid
Defect Size. The rate of reporting numeric measurements
for glenoid defect size was calculated by dividing the total
number of studies quantifying defect size by the total num-
ber of studies meeting our inclusion/exclusion criteria. For
this calculation, we included articles that did not meet the
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second inclusion criterion but met all other inclusion/exclu-
sion criteria. To study the time trend in reporting defect
size, we further stratified the results using the following
time periods: 1981 to 2000, followed by 5-year increments
beginning in 2001 (2001-2005, 2006-2010, and 2011-2014).

Methods Used to Measure Defect Size. The methods used
to measure defect size included intraoperative visualiza-
tion and preoperative imaging modalities to calculate: (1)
percentage of glenoid surface area, (2) percentage of glen-
oid width, (3) millimeters of glenoid width, (4) circumfer-
ence of the glenoid fossa, and (5) the Gerber X-ratio.

Four studies measured defect size using multiple
methods. Two studies measured glenoid bone loss intra-
operatively using the bare spot method to validate
measurements made preoperatively with CT. We used the
measurements obtained using the bare spot method from
both these studies for the final statistical analysis. The
third study measured glenoid bone loss preoperatively
using CT to validate measurements made using radio-
graphic techniques. For this study, we used the measure-
ments obtained using CT in our statistical analysis. The
fourth study measured glenoid bone loss (ie, surface area)
using 2-dimensional (2D) CT, computed geometric 2D CT,
and using a femoral gauge geometric 3-dimensional (3D)
CT. For our study purposes, we used the calculated loss of
area using a femoral gauge geometric 3D CT in our statis-
tical analysis.

Mean Defect Size. For studies that included measure-
ments of glenoid bone loss, we calculated and categorized
the mean defect size as follows: (1) percentage loss of glen-
oid surface area, (2) percentage loss of glenoid width, (3)
glenoid width loss in millimeters, and (4) the Gerber
X-ratio. The mean glenoid defect size was evaluated in 2
ways: examining only those shoulders with a defect and
examining all shoulders (shoulders with and without a
defect). Some studies explicitly reported the mean defect
size or defect size ranges while other studies provided suf-
ficient data to calculate the mean defect size and/or defect
size ranges. Therefore, some of the values presented in this
systematic review have been obtained directly from the
original studies while others were calculated to provide a
uniform unit of measurement. After determining the mean
defect size and/or defect size ranges for each individual
study, we calculated overall means and percentages for all
studies within each subgroup.

Our analysis also considered separating glenoid defects
into acute bony Bankart lesions and attritional/erosive
bone loss; however, only 1 study specified which defects
were attributed to attritional/erosive bone loss. In addition,
most cases of chronic bony Bankart lesions also have com-
bined attritional/erosive bone loss, making this simple cat-
egorization impractical. Therefore, we elected not to
perform this stratification.

Defect Size Ranges. To analyze the mean percentage of
shoulders within each defect size range, we separated stud-
ies into 1 of 4 groups according to the method used to cal-
culate glenoid defect size: (1) defect size as a percentage loss
of glenoid surface area, (2) defect size as a percentage loss of
glenoid width, (3) defect size (in mm) of lost glenoid width,
and (4) defect size as a percentage loss of glenoid

circumference. A separate analysis was performed for each
group. Due to minimal uniformity between studies with
regard to size ranges, we elected to preselect defect size
ranges for each of these 4 groups. Also, since not all studies
specified how many shoulders had defects larger or smaller
than each of our preselected ranges, we did not include
shoulders for which it was unclear which of our ranges they
fit within.

For both percentage loss of glenoid surface area and
percentage loss of glenoid width, ranges include shoulders
with no bony defect and shoulders with a measured defect
(0%-5%, 5%-10%, 10%-15%, 15%-20%, 20%-25%, and
>25%). Conversions between percentage loss of glenoid
width and percentage loss of glenoid surface area can be
estimated if one assumes that the lower glenoid fossa
resembles a perfect circle and that glenoid defects repre-
sent a straight line parallel to the long axis of the glenoid
fossa (Table 1). For millimeters of lost glenoid width,
ranges include shoulders with no bony defect, shoulders
with a defect 0 to 3 mm, shoulders with a defect 3 to 6 mm,
and shoulders with a defect >6 mm. For percentage loss of
glenoid circumference, ranges include shoulders with
no bony defect and shoulders with a measured defect
(0%-10%, 10%-20%, 20%-30%, and >30%).

Defect Location. The mean glenoid defect location in
shoulders with anterior instability was reported using
data from 2 studies. Because of the small number of
studies reporting this information, no further calcula-
tions were made.

Treatments and Outcomes. We calculated the percent-
age of studies that reported outcomes after treatment,
when treatment was involved, and analyzed the relation-
ship between defect size and treatment outcome.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was limited to calculating percentages
and mean values. All calculations were made using Excel
2013 (Microsoft Corp).

RESULTS

The PubMed literature search produced 413 citations,
while the Ovid and the Cochrane Database searches pro-
vided 150 additional citations, for a total of 563 citations.
Eighty-three studies met the inclusion criteria for this
study. Of these studies, 38 (2794 shoulders) reported

TABLE 1
Conversions Between Percentage Loss of Glenoid Width

and Percentage Loss of Glenoid Surface Areaa

% loss of glenoid width 5 10 15 20 25 30
% loss of glenoid surface area 1.9 5.2 9.4 14.2 19.6 25.2

aAssuming the lower glenoid fossa is a perfect circle and the
defect represents a straight line parallel to the long axis of the
glenoid. The loss of glenoid surface area is represented by a seg-
ment of the circle and the loss of glenoid width by the width of this
segment.
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numeric measurements for glenoid defect size{ and 2 stud-
ies (n¼ 147 shoulders) reported numeric measurements for
glenoid defect location.43,84 Twenty-five studies (n ¼ 1582
shoulders) reported either absolute values for mean defect
size or provided sufficient information to calculate the
mean defect size.# Twelve of these 25 studies plus an addi-
tional 13 studies (n ¼ 2142 shoulders) reported numerical
ranges of defect size.** Studies excluded from the analysis
are summarized in Figure 1.

Rate of Reporting Numeric Measurements
for Defect Size

Excluding the 2 studies that reported numeric measure-
ments for glenoid defect location, there were 81 clinical
studies that met criteria for inclusion in this study††; 38
of these (46.9%) reported numeric measurements for defect
size.‡‡ From the earliest publication in 1981 until 2000, we
found 18 clinical studies,§§ of which only 1 (5.6%) reported

numeric measurements for defect size.99 From 2001 to the
time of our literature search in December 2014, we found 63
clinical studies,kk of which 37 (58.7%) reported numeric
measurements for glenoid defect size.{{ The stratification
from 2001 to 2014 is as follows: Of the 7 clinical studies
published between 2001 and 2005,18,47,52,56,87,96,97 4
(57.1%) reported numeric measurements for glenoid defect
size.47,56,87,97 Of the 27 clinical studies published between
2006 and 2010,## 15 (55.6%) reported numeric measure-
ments for glenoid defect size.a Of the 29 clinical studies
published between 2011 and 2014,b 18 (62.1%) reported
numeric measurements for glenoid defect size.40,62,66,69,75,91

Methods Used to Measure Defect Size

Among the 38 studies reporting numeric measurements
for defect size, clinicians used multiple measurement
techniques; at times, multiple measurement methods
were used within the same study. Twenty-seven studies
used preoperative imaging to measure defect size,c 14
studies measured defect size intraoperatively with direct
visualization,d and 2 studies were not clear on how defect
size was measured.9,10

Of the 27 studies that measured defect size preopera-
tively, clinicians used several imaging modalities including
radiographs, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 2D CT,
3D CT, and CT arthrogram. Fourteen studies measured
defect size with 2D CT,e 11 studies measured defect
size with 3D CT,f 5 studies measured defect size using
MRI,23,37,53,59,93 and 1 study measured defect size using
CT arthrography.91

Of the 27 studies with preoperative imaging, 13 used the
Pico (or similar) method to calculate the percentage loss of
glenoid surface area.g One study assumed a loss of �25% of
the glenoid surface if more than one-sixth of the glenoid rim
was missing.10 Twelve studies calculated the percentage
loss of glenoid width by subtracting the anterior-posterior
diameter of the injured glenoid from the estimated prein-
jury diameter of the glenoid and then divided this number by
the estimated preinjury diameter, 6 studies used the contra-
lateral uninjured shoulder to estimate the preinjury diame-
ter, and 6 studies used the estimated inferior glenoid circle to
represent the preinjury diameter.h One study calculated the
glenoid index,19 1 study calculated the Gerber X-ratio,91 and
1 study was not clear how defect size was calculated.42

{References 4, 9, 10, 19, 21, 27, 32, 33, 40, 42, 46, 47, 50, 56, 57, 62,
66, 69, 70, 73, 75, 80, 87, 91, 97, 99.

#References 4, 27, 32, 33, 40, 42, 56, 57, 62, 66, 69, 75, 91, 97.
**References 4, 9, 10, 19, 21, 32, 37, 44, 46, 47, 50, 56, 62, 65-67, 70,

73, 75, 80, 87, 92, 93, 97, 99.
††References 1, 2, 4, 8-10, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 25-29, 32, 33, 35, 36,

39, 40, 42, 45-47, 49-52, 54, 56-58, 60, 62, 66, 68-73, 75-77, 79, 80, 83,
85-91, 94-100, 106, 107.

‡‡References 4, 9, 10, 19, 21, 27, 32, 33, 40, 42, 46, 47, 50, 56, 57, 62,
66, 69, 70, 73, 75, 80, 87, 91, 97, 99.

§§References 8, 13, 28, 29, 35, 51, 54, 60, 68, 76, 83, 86, 89, 90, 95, 99,
106, 107.

Figure 1. Flow diagram presenting the studies excluded from
this systematic review.

|| ||References 1, 2, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 25-27, 32, 33, 36, 39, 40,
42, 45-47, 49, 50, 52, 56-58, 62, 66, 69-73, 75, 77, 79, 80, 85, 87, 88, 91,
94, 96-98, 100.

{{References 4, 9, 10, 19, 21, 27, 32, 33, 40, 42, 46, 47, 50, 56, 57, 62,
66, 69, 70, 73, 75, 80, 87, 91, 97.

##References 1, 4, 9, 10, 16, 19, 21, 27, 32, 33, 36, 42, 45, 46, 49, 50,
57, 58, 70-73, 79, 80, 85, 88, 100.

aReferences 4, 9, 10, 19, 21, 27, 32, 33, 42, 46, 50, 57, 70, 73, 80.
bReferences 2, 15, 25, 26, 39, 40, 62, 66, 69, 75, 77, 91, 94, 98.
cReferences 4, 19, 21, 23, 27, 32, 33, 37, 40, 42, 44, 48, 53, 57, 59, 62,

63, 65-67, 69, 74, 75, 91-93, 97.
dReferences 19, 23, 33, 46, 47, 50, 53, 56, 70, 73, 74, 80, 87, 99.
eReferences 4, 21, 27, 32, 33, 40, 42, 48, 53, 57, 62, 63, 75, 93.
fReferences 4, 19, 44, 59, 65-67, 69, 74, 92, 97.
gReferences 4, 21, 40, 44, 57, 59, 62, 65, 69, 74, 75, 92, 93.
hReferences 23, 27, 32, 33, 37, 48, 53, 63, 66, 67, 74, 97.
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Fourteen studies measured defect size with direct visu-
alization, 2 of these with open visualization87,99 and 12 with
arthroscopic visualization.i Of the 2 using open visualiza-
tion, 1 study measured defect size in millimeters of lost
glenoid width99 and the other measured the percentage loss
of glenoid width.87 The specific intraoperative technique
used to make such measurements was not clearly stated
in these studies. Eleven of the 12 studies measuring defect
size arthroscopically used the bare spot method to measure
the percentage loss of glenoid width,j while 1 study mea-
sured the percentage loss of glenoid circumference.47

Mean Defect Size

Of the 25 studies that reported the mean glenoid defect size,
12 measured defect size as a percentage loss of glenoid sur-
face area,k 12 measured defect size as a percentage loss of
glenoid width,l 5 measured defect size in millimeters of lost
glenoid width,32,42,48,56,66 and 1 study recorded defect size
using the Gerber X-ratio.91

The 12 studies that measured defect size as a percentage
loss of glenoid surface area included 536 shoulders (441
with a bony defect and 95 without a bony defect). Of the
441 shoulders with a bony defect, the mean loss of glenoid
surface area was 10.8% (range, 4.8%-14.9%). The 12 studies
that measured defect size as a percentage loss of glenoid
width included 955 shoulders (723 with a bony defect and
232 without a bony defect). Of the 723 shoulders with a
bony defect, the mean loss of width was 14.7% (range,
7.9%-29.0%). The 5 studies that measured defect size in
millimeters of lost glenoid width included 400 shoulders
(304 with a bony defect and 96 without a bony defect). Of
the 304 shoulders with a bony defect, the mean width lost
was 3.4 mm (range, 3.0-6.3 mm). The single study that
reported defect size using the Gerber X-ratio comprised
77 shoulders and had a mean ratio of 30%.

Defect Size Ranges

Of the 25 studies that reported numerical ranges of defect
size, 9 measured defect size as a percentage loss of glenoid
surface area,m 14 measured defect size as a percentage loss
of glenoid width,n 3 measured defect size in millimeters of
lost glenoid width,56,66,99 and 1 measured defect size as
percentage loss of glenoid circumference.47

Percentage Loss of Glenoid Surface Area. The 9 studies
that recorded defect size as a percentage loss of glenoid
surface area included 570 shoulders. Of these shoulders,
21.2% did not have a bony defect, 20.8% had a defect
between 0% and 5%, 12.8% had a defect between 5% and
10%, 15.9% had a defect between 10% and 15%, 16.0% had a
defect between 15% and 20%, 7.8% had a defect between
20% and 25%, and 5.5% had a defect >25% (Figure 2).

Percentage Loss of Glenoid Width. The 14 studies that
recorded defect size as a percentage loss of glenoid width
comprised 1363 shoulders. Of these shoulders, 40.5% did
not have a bony defect, 21.7% had a defect between 0% and
5%, 5.7% had a defect between 5% and 10%, 8.9% had a
defect between 10% and 15%, 5.9% had a defect between
15% and 20%, 8.8% had a defect between 20% and 25%, and
8.6% had a defect >25% (Figure 3).

Millimeters of Lost Glenoid Width. The 3 studies that
recorded defect size as millimeters of lost glenoid width
comprised 105 shoulders. Of these shoulders, 23.0% did not
have a bony defect, 53.0% had a defect between 0 and 3 mm,
8.5% had a defect between 3 and 6 mm, and 15.5% had a
defect >6 mm (Figure 4).

Percentage Loss of Glenoid Circumference. The single
study that recorded defect size as a percentage loss of glen-
oid circumference comprised 167 shoulders. Of these
shoulders, 20.4% did not have a bony defect, 49.1% had a
defect between 0% and 10%, 18.6% had a defect between

Figure 2. Defect size ranges using percentage loss of glenoid
surface area (n ¼ 570 shoulders).

Figure 3. Defect size ranges using percentage loss of glenoid
width (n ¼ 1363 shoulders).

iReferences 19, 23, 33, 46, 47, 50, 53, 56, 70, 73, 74, 80.
jReferences 19, 23, 33, 46, 50, 53, 56, 70, 73, 74, 80.
kReferences 4, 40, 44, 57, 59, 62, 65, 69, 74, 75, 92, 93.
lReferences 23, 27, 32, 33, 48, 53, 56, 63, 66, 67, 74, 97.
mReferences 4, 10, 21, 44, 62, 65, 75, 92, 93.
nReferences 9, 19, 32, 37, 46, 50, 56, 66, 67, 70, 73, 80, 87, 97.
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10% and 20%, 8.4% had a defect between 20% and 30%, and
3.6% had a defect >30% (Figure 5).

Defect Location

Two studies with a total of 147 shoulders addressed glenoid
defect location.43,84 One study retrospectively reviewed 3D
CT images of 123 patients with recurrent anterior disloca-
tion and a glenoid bone defect. Defects were located
between 12:08 and 6:32 on the glenoid clock face (with
12:00 along the long axis of the glenoid). The frequency of
a glenoid defect was �80% at every 10-minute interval
between 2:30 and 4:20. The extent of the glenoid defect
was 106.7�, with the mean orientation of the defect point-
ing toward 3:01 on the glenoid clock face (Figure 6).84 The
second study used 3D CT to compare the length differences
of 44 glenoids from the normal cadaveric scapulae to
24 glenoids in patients with anterior shoulder instability.

The largest difference in length was at the 3:20 position on
the glenoid clock face.43

Treatment and Outcomes

Of the 38 studies that reported numeric measurements for
glenoid defect size, 16 discussed treatment outcomes.o Thir-
teen of these (899 shoulders) reported outcomes with respect
to defect size.p Eleven studies (849 shoulders) performed the
same surgical procedure on all patients regardless of defect
size; 6 of these studies (621 shoulders)10,47,67,70,80,91 demon-
strated a positive correlation between preoperative defect
size and recurrent instability. It was not possible to deter-
mine whether there was a correlation in 5 studies: 2
studies did not have enough patients with recurrence,44,63

and 3 studies did not have enough patients with large defects
to draw any conclusions.73,75,99

With respect to preoperative glenoid defect size and post-
operative range of motion (ROM), 3 studies (148 shoulders)
found a greater loss of external rotation in shoulders with
larger glenoid defects,73,80,87 1 study (167 shoulders) found
no correlation between defect size and postoperative ROM,70

6 studies discussed postoperative ROM but did not attempt
to correlate this with preoperative defect size,10,44,47,63,92,99

and 3 studies did not address postoperative ROM.67,75,91

Other outcome measures were also used to evaluate
treatment; however, there was significant heterogeneity
in the outcomes used between studies making comparisons
difficult. The outcome results for all 13 studies are summa-
rized in Table 2.

Figure 4. Defect size ranges using millimeter loss of glenoid
width (n ¼ 105 shoulders).

Figure 5. Defect size ranges using percentage loss of glenoid
circumference (n ¼ 167 shoulders).

Figure 6. Location and orientation of glenoid bone loss in
anterior shoulder instability. (A) The scapula rests on the pos-
terior thorax and tilts forward in the sagittal plane. (B) Using a
clock face for orientation, the average orientation of a glenoid
defect points toward 3:01. (Reprinted with permission from
Cleveland Clinic Center for Medical Art & Photography
# 2012-2017. All rights reserved.)

oReferences 9, 10, 44, 47, 50, 63, 67, 70, 73, 75, 80, 87, 91, 92, 97, 99.
pReferences 10, 44, 47, 63, 67, 70, 73, 75, 80, 87, 91, 92, 99.
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TABLE 2
Summary of Treatments and Outcomes for Shoulders With Anterior Instabilitya

Author
(Year)

No. of
Cases

Follow-up,
Mean (Range) Method of Surgical Treatment

Method of Defect
Measurement and
Sizes Compared

Correlation Between Preoperative
Defect Size and Treatment Outcome

Ungersbock
et al99

(1995)

42 47 mo (13-77 mo) Modified open Bankart repair Millimeters of lost
glenoid width:
� 0 mm
� <3 mm
� �3 mm

Recurrence rate:
� 2/8 shoulders without a defect
� 0/26 shoulders with a defect <3 mm
� 1/3 shoulders with a defect �3 mm

Kim et al47

(2003)
167 44 mo (24-72 mo) Arthroscopic Bankart repair

with suture anchors and
nonabsorbable sutures

Percentage loss
of glenoid
circumference:
� 0%

� 1%-10%

� 11%-20%

� 21%-30%

� >30%

Risk of recurrent instability was higher
in patients with a glenoid defect >30%
of the glenoid circumference compared
to patients with a defect �20% of the
glenoid circumference

Scheibel
et al87

(2004)

25 Patients with
defects <25%:
22 mo
(12-48 mo)

Patients with
defects >25%:
30 mo
(12-50 mo)

Biglianib type I, II, and IIIA
glenoid defects involving <25% of
the glenoid surface underwent
open repair with suture anchors.
� In type I and IIIA defects the

bony fragment and capsule
were reattached.
� In type II fractures the bony

fragment was osteotomized and
reduced, and the capsule was
reattached with suture anchors.

Glenoid bone fragments involving
>25% of the glenoid surface
underwent open reduction
and internal fixation using
cannulated screws.

Percentage loss of
glenoid width:
� <25%

� >25%

No recurrent subluxations or
dislocations were observed in
either group

Mean loss of ER (compared to the
contralateral side):
� 6� in patients with displaced

glenoid rim fractures <25%

� 12� in patients with a bone
defect >25%

Average Constant score:
� 85.5 in patients with displaced

glenoid rim fractures <25
� 81.9 in patients with a bone

defect >25%

Average Rowe score:
� 94 in patients with displaced

glenoid rim fractures <25%

� 90 in patients with a bone
defect >25%

Boileau
et al10

(2006)

91 36 mo (24-56
mo)

Arthroscopic Bankart repair Percentage loss of
glenoid surface
area:
� 0%

� <25%

� >25%

Glenoid bone loss >25% of the glenoid
surface without a detached bone
fragment was significantly associated
with recurrence

Glenoid compression fracture involving
>25% of the glenoid surface had a
75% recurrence rate

Rhee and
Lim80

(2007)

20 Control group:
55 mo
(32-85 mo)

Glenoid defect
group: 48 mo
(26-92 mo)

Open Bankart repair Percentage loss of
glenoid width:
� 0%

� <16.7%

� 16.7%-25%

� 25%-33%

Recurrence rate:
� 0/20 shoulders in patients without a

bone defect
� 0/9 shoulders with a defect <16.7%

� 3/11 shoulders with a defect >16.7%
ROM:
� Mean loss of 4� FE and 3� ER in

patients without defect
� Mean loss of 2� FE and 10� ER in

bone loss group
Average Rowe score:
� 95.6 in patients without a bone

defect
� 87.1 in patients with bone defect.

Final Rowe scores decreased
significantly as glenoid defect size
increased

(continued)
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Author
(Year)

No. of
Cases

Follow-up,
Mean (Range) Method of Surgical Treatment

Method of Defect
Measurement and
Sizes Compared

Correlation Between Preoperative
Defect Size and Treatment Outcome

Pagnani73

(2008)
103 Minimum 24 mo

(24-74 mo)
Open Bankart repair

(± repair of bony Bankart)
Percentage loss of

glenoid width:
� 0%

� <20%

� >20%

Recurrence rate:
� 2/89 shoulders without a glenoid

defect
� 0/10 shoulders with a defect <20%

� 0/4 shoulders with a defect >20%

Mean loss of ER:
� 4� in shoulders without a glenoid

defect
� 5�in shoulders with a defect <20%

� 12� in shoulders with a defect >20%

Mean postop shoulder score:
� 97.4 for all patients
� 97.3 for patients with a preoperative

glenoid defect
� 93.25 for the 4 patients with a

preoperative glenoid defect >20%

Ogawa
et al70

(2010)

167 8.7 y (5-20 y) Open Bankart repair Percentage loss of
glenoid width:
� <20%

� >20%

Shoulders with a preoperative glenoid
defect �20% had a higher rate of
recurrence than those with a defect
<20%

No significant intergroup difference in
postop ROM restriction

Shoulders with a preoperative glenoid
defect �20% had a higher rate of
radiographically proven postoperative
osteoarthritis

Park et al75

(2012)
31 30.5 mo

(13-51 mo)
Arthroscopic Bankart repair for

traumatic instability. Anatomic
reduction and fixation of bony
defects with suture anchors for
all patients

Percentage loss of
glenoid surface
area:
� <10%

� 10%-25%

� >25%

Recurrence rate:
� 2/27 shoulders with a defect <25%

� 0/4 shoulders with a defect >25%

No significant decrease in bony Bankart
fragment size at 3 mo and 1 y
postoperatively regardless of
preoperative glenoid defect size

Sommaire
et al91

(2012)

77 44 mo
(36-54 mo)

Arthroscopic Bankart repair Gerber X-ratio:
� <40%

� >40%

Recurrence rate:
� 12.7% in shoulders with Gerber

X-ratio <40%

� 20% in shoulders with Gerber
X-ratio >40%

Jiang et al44

(2013)
37 32 mo

(24-61 mo)
Arthroscopic Bankart repair Percentage loss of

glenoid surface
area:
� Exact defect

size reported
for each
shoulder

Overall failure rate: 8%
Average reconstructed size of the

glenoid:
� 79.7% in failures
� 90.8% in nonfailures

Mean change in ROM, preop to postop:
� FE increased from 167.6� to 170.6�

� ER decreased from 58.4� to 56.5�

Mean change in outcome scores, preop to
postop:
� ASES score increased from 87.1 to

95.7
� Constant score increased from 94.7

to 97.7
� Rowe score increased from 41.1 to

91.4

(continued)
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DISCUSSION

Since 2001, the rate of reporting numeric measurements for
glenoid defect size has improved; however, over the past 4
years, nearly 40% of clinical studies published failed to
report numeric measurements for glenoid defect size. In
addition, significant variability exists in the method of bone
loss measurement and reporting. Some studies measure
defect size preoperatively using imaging modalities such
as radiography or CT (2D and 3D) whereas others report
defect size intraoperatively. Even among those studies
using the same imaging modality, there was variability in
the method used to calculate bone loss (eg, percentage loss
of glenoid width, percentage loss of glenoid area, milli-
meters of lost glenoid width, percentage loss of glenoid
circumference, or Gerber X-ratio).

Multiple methods have been developed to quantify glen-
oid deficiency using 2D and 3D CT. Several recent anatom-
ical studies have concluded that 3D CT provides the most
reliable and accurate method to quantify glenoid bone
loss.7,11,78 In 1 study, the Pico surface area technique using
3D CT was found to be the most reproducible, precise, and
accurate method for measuring glenoid bone loss.11 Moving
forward, we urge authors to report glenoid bone loss with
the Pico method, using 3D-CT whenever possible. We also
encourage authors to report percentage loss of glenoid
width, as this will permit easier comparisons between pre-
operative and intraoperative defect size measurements.

Biomechanical studies evaluating glenoid bone loss have
demonstrated a significant decrease in glenohumeral sta-
bility with defects greater than 25% of the glenoid
width.41,108 Multiple clinical studies have also suggested

TABLE 2 (continued)

Author
(Year)

No. of
Cases

Follow-up,
Mean (Range) Method of Surgical Treatment

Method of Defect
Measurement and
Sizes Compared

Correlation Between Preoperative
Defect Size and Treatment Outcome

Millet et al63

(2013)
15 2.7 y (2.0-4.4 y) Arthroscopic bony Bankart bridge Percentage loss of

glenoid width:
� Mean glenoid

bone loss was
29% (range,
17%-49%)

Overall 6.6% recurrence rate
There was a significant correlation

with preop FE and glenoid bone loss
(r ¼ 20.627; P ¼ .042)

Mean change in ROM, preop to postop:
� FE increased from 153� to 168�

� ER increased from 63� to 70�

Mean change in outcome scores, preop to
postop:
� ASES score increased from 81.4 to

98.3
� SF-12 score increased from 46.8 to

56.0
Nakagawa

et al67

(2013)

99 Minimum 1 y Arthroscopic Bankart repair Percentage loss of
glenoid width:
� 0%-10%

� 10%-20%

� 20%-30%

� 30%-40%

� 40%-50%

Recurrence rate:
� 10.1% overall
� 0% (0/42) in shoulders without a

glenoid defect
� 17.5% (10/57) in shoulders with a

glenoid defect
� Bone loss 0%-10%: 1 shoulder with

recurrence
� Bone loss 10%-20%: 4 shoulders

with recurrence
� Bone loss 20%-30%: 4 shoulders

with recurrence
� Bone loss 30%-40%: 1 shoulder

with recurrence
Spiegl

et al92

(2013)

25 30 mo
(24-38 mo)

Nonoperative treatment for patients
with glenoid bone loss <5%

Surgical treatment for patients with
glenoid bone loss >5% (no discussion
of criteria used to determine
arthroscopic vs open surgical
treatment)

Percentage loss of
glenoid surface
area:
� <5%

� >5%

Recurrence rate:
� 1/12 shoulders with defect <5%

� 0/13 shoulders with defect >5%

Mean ER deficit:
� 14� in shoulders with defect <5%

� 6� in shoulders with defect >5%

Mean Rowe score:
� 86 for shoulders with defect <5%

� 89 for shoulders with defect >5%

aASES, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons; ER, external rotation; FE, forward elevation; postop, postoperative; preop, preoperative;
ROM, range of motion; SF-12, Short Form–12.

bThe Bigliani classification system for glenoid rim lesions: type I, a displaced avulsion fracture with attached capsule; type II, a medially
displaced fragment malunited to the glenoid rim; and type III, erosion of the glenoid rim with <25% (type IIIA) or >25% (type IIIB) deficiency.6
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that the ‘‘critical’’ limit for glenoid bone loss in anterior
shoulder instability is between 20% and 25% of the glenoid
width.6,10,56,64 Despite interest in defining this ‘‘critical’’
threshold, recent publications have reported recurrence
rates after arthroscopic treatment for anterior instability
ranging from 4% to 18%.10,14,17,47,102 One potential expla-
nation for this finding is that these original biomechanical
studies investigated isolated glenoid defects, whereas it has
been found that the majority of patients with recurrent ante-
rior instability have combined humeral head and glenoid
defects.104 Recent biomechanical studies examining com-
bined defects have revealed a significant decrease in gleno-
humeral stability with glenoid defects as small as 10% to
15% of the glenoid width.3,31 Such studies are consistent
with the concept of the glenoid track, which predicts that
engagement between glenoid and humeral head defects is
dependent on the size of the glenoid defect as well as the size
and location of the humeral head defect.22,48,109 Further-
more, it has been demonstrated that shoulders with engag-
ing Hill-Sachs lesions on physical examination have a larger
degree of glenoid bone loss as well as a trend toward a more
medial margin of the Hill-Sachs lesion when compared with
shoulders without an engaging Hill-Sachs lesion.34 Due to
the importance of combined defects, we encourage future
investigators to include information on Hill-Sachs defects
(size and location) in addition to glenoid bone loss.

The current review revealed that 8.6% of shoulders had a
defect >25% of the glenoid width and 13.2% had a defect
>20% of the glenoid surface area. In contrast, 23.6% had a
defect between 10% and 25% of the glenoid width and 44.7%
had a defect between 5% and 20% of the glenoid surface
area (nearly equivalent to 10%-25% of the glenoid width).
If surgeons are using 25% of the glenoid width as the cutoff
for when to perform a bony reconstruction rather than 10%
or 15%, the critical size in studies on combined defects, this
could in part potentially help explain the high recurrence
rate after arthroscopic Bankart repair demonstrated in
many studies.

Of the 16 studies that discussed treatment of shoulder
instability, 13 reported outcomes. Eleven of these per-
formed the same surgical procedure on all patients regard-
less of defect size. Six of these found a correlation between
preoperative defect size and recurrent instability, while it
was not possible to draw meaningful conclusions in the
other 5 studies. We initially intended to analyze the effect
of defect size on treatment outcome; however, due to the lim-
ited number of studies that reported outcomes and the het-
erogeneity between these studies, such analysis was not
possible. In the future, we would urge all authors who discuss
treatment outcomes to record the rate of recurrence, ROM,
and 1 or more patient-reported, joint-specific outcome instru-
ment (eg, Simple Shoulder Test, American Shoulder and
Elbow Surgeons Shoulder Evaluation Form, Constant score)
and disease-specific instrument (eg, Western Ontario Shoul-
der Instability Index). Authors should also record defect size
using both preoperative imaging and intraoperative methods
whenever possible, as this will permit more accurate and
thorough comparisons to be made between studies. We sug-
gest recording absolute values for all defect sizes whenever
possible. If ranges are used, we suggest using 5% increments,

starting with 10% for percentage loss of glenoid width or 5%
for percentage loss of glenoid surface area.

Two studies reported precise descriptions for glenoid
defect location.43,84 These studies included a total of 147
shoulders. Their results were within 10� of each other, with
the mean defect orientation at 3:01 and 3:20 on the glenoid
clock face, respectfully. This finding suggests that most
glenoid defects after recurrent anterior instability do not
typically resemble the shape of an inverted pear, as has
been previously reported.

One limitation of this systematic review is that the
majority of studies that met our inclusion criteria were sur-
gical studies, and therefore, the patients included in these
studies had significant symptoms to seek an orthopaedic
surgeon. The actual prevalence of anterior bone loss (bony
Bankart lesions and attritional/erosive bone loss) within
the population is therefore likely less than reported in this
study due to the unknown number that represents the
denominator; however, we believe that the data presented
in this study are an accurate representation of the mean
glenoid defect size in patients who present to an orthopae-
dic surgeon. We initially intended to perform a more thor-
ough analysis of defect size and prevalence as well as the
relationship between defect size and treatment outcome;
however, due to inconsistent measures of bone loss and
insufficient patient demographic data between studies,
such an analysis could not be performed. Another limita-
tion of this review is that we included all studies (both
orthopaedic and radiology studies) that met our inclusion/
exclusion criteria without regard to study quality; 1 study
represented level 2 evidence while all other studies repre-
sented level 3 or 4 evidence. However, we do not believe this
is a significant limitation in our study as the accuracy of
measuring and reporting defect size or location is unlikely
to be affected by the level of evidence of the study.

CONCLUSION

Since 2001, only 58.7% of studies have reported numeric
measurements for glenoid defect size, and from 2011 to
2014, this number increased slightly to 62.1%. Among
studies that reported numeric values of bone loss, a con-
sistent method of measurement was not used. Addition-
ally, very few studies reported treatment outcomes, and
there was a lack of consistency regarding the outcome
instruments used between studies. To improve treatment
outcomes in anterior shoulder instability, surgeons must
collectively use a single uniform measurement of bone
loss for comparison across studies. We suggest that in
future studies, glenoid bone loss be reported using the
Pico method. Percentage loss of glenoid width should also
be reported to allow for easier comparison to intraopera-
tive measurements. In addition, validated patient-
reported instruments need to be adopted.

Historically, 20% to 25% loss of glenoid width has been
considered the threshold for considering bony reconstruc-
tion; however, recent studies on combined defects have sug-
gested that 10% to 15% loss of glenoid width may be a more
appropriate critical threshold. Among studies reporting
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percentage loss of glenoid width, 23.6% of shoulders had a
defect between 10% and 25%, and among studies reporting
percentage loss of glenoid surface area, 44.7% of shoulders
had a defect between 5% and 20%. These findings suggest
that there may be a large number of shoulders that are
currently being overlooked for consideration of bony recon-
struction during the index surgical procedure in patients
with recurrent anterior instability.
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